What if energy supply could be sustainable, affordable, and reliable at the same time? With its powerful Jenbacher and Waukesha gas engines, INNIO brings energy solutions for today—and tomorrow, in more than 100 countries, improving the quality of life for countless people. Do you want to make a difference with your work? We’re searching for an Intern for our Materials and Inspection Lab. Join our team now!

What this internship has to offer:

- Familiarization with Internal Combustion Engines
- Professional report writing and presentation
- Definition of Failure investigation methods
- Metallographic sample preparation
- Practical knowledge of materials testing

Your Responsibilities:

- Working on numerous material related projects on a multitude of gas engine components
- Metallurgical sample preparation
- Support parts investigation and wear characteristics testing
- Planning and executing material test
- Preparation of report and result findings
- Literature research for background/supporting data relevant to the project being executed

Your Profile:

- Bachelor of science in an engineering discipline or similar preferred
- Good knowledge of material science, primarily in metallic materials
- Familiarity of material testing methods
- Enthusiasm and good basic knowledge about internal combustion engines
- Basic skills to work in a global matrix organization
- Fluent in English, German is a plus
- Legal work authorization to work in Austria is required (Non-EU-citizens: please attach the authorization form to your application)

The base pay is composed of the amount according to the Austrian collective agreement which is at least EUR 2,349.14 gross per month (x 14).

WHY INNIO JENBACHER?

International working environment & sustainable company
Owning projects, responsibility & further career opportunities
Flexible working hours, homeoffice & very good salary
15 min by train from Innsbruck to Jenbach
Canteen with seasonal and regional food
Platinmedal from EcoVadis 2022 for sustainability efforts

LEARN MORE & APPLY HERE